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8s contain -NS- 

ANSATZES AAENSSTZ ANSATZ, possible solution [n]  

ANSERINE AEEINNRS chemical compound [n -S] 

ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

ANSWERED ADEENRSW ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v] 

ANSWERER AEENRRSW one that answers (to say, write, or act in return) [n -S] 

BIMENSAL ABEILMNS occurring every two months [adj] 

BONSPELL BELLNOPS bonspiel (curling match or tournament) [n -S] 

BONSPIEL BEILNOPS curling match or tournament [n -S] 

BURNSIDE BDEINRSU mustache and side whiskers on cheeks [n -S] 

CENSORED CDEENORS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CENSURER CEENRRSU one that censures (to criticize severely) [n -S] 

CENSUSED CDEENSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CHAINSAW AACHINSW to cut with chain saw [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHINSING CGHIINNS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CLANSMAN AACLMNNS member of clan [n -MEN] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

COINSURE CEINORSU to insure with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONDENSE CDEENNOS to compress (to compact (to pack closely together)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CONSERVE CEENORSV to protect from loss or depletion [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONSIDER CDEINORS to think about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSOLER CELNOORS one that consoles (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [n -S] 

CONSOMME CEMMNOOS clear soup [n -S] 

CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S] 

CONSTRUE CENORSTU to interpret [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CONSULAR ACLNORSU CONSUL, official serving abroad [adj] 

CONSUMER CEMNORSU one that consumes (to use up) [n -S] 

COONSHIT CHINOOST offensive word [n -S] 

COONSKIN CIKNNOOS pelt of raccoon [n -S] 

CORNSILK CIKLNORS silky thread on ear of corn [n -S] 

CRENSHAW ACEHNRSW variety of honeydew melon [n -S] 

DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DEANSHIP ADEHINPS deanery (office of dean) [n -S] 

DISPENSE DEEINPSS to distribute [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DOWNSIDE DDEINOSW negative aspect [n -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 

EENSIEST EEEINSST EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EINSTEIN EEIINNST very intelligent person [n -S] 

ENSAMPLE AEELMNPS example [n -S] 

ENSCONCE CCEENNOS to settle securely or comfortably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENSCROLL CELLNORS to write on scroll [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSEMBLE BEEELMNS group of complementary parts [n -S] 

ENSERFED DEEEFNRS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ENSHRINE EEHINNRS to place in shrine [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENSHROUD DEHNORSU to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSIFORM EFIMNORS sword-shaped [adj] 

ENSIGNCY CEGINNSY rank of ensign [n -CIES] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSKYING EGIKNNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSLAVER AEELNRSV one that enslaves (to make slave of) [n -S] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n -S] 

ENSORCEL CEELNORS to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSOULED DEELNOSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSURING EGINNRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S G] 

EVENSONG EEGNNOSV evening prayer service [n -S] 

EXTENSOR EENORSTX muscle that extends limb [n -S] 

FERNINST EFINNRST near to [prep] 

FLENSING EFGILNNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FORENSIC CEFINORS argumentative exercise [n -S] 

GOWNSMAN AGMNNOSW professional or academic person [n -MEN] 

GUERNSEY EEGNRSUY woolen shirt [n -S] 

GUNSIGHT GGHINSTU device on gun for aiming [n -S] 

GUNSMITH GHIMNSTU one who makes or repairs firearms [n -S] 

GUNSTOCK CGKNOSTU rear wooden part of rifle [n -S] 

HANSELED ADEEHLNS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

INSANELY AEILNNSY INSANE, mentally unsound [adv] 

INSANEST AEINNSST INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSANITY AIINNSTY state of being insane; something utterly foolish [n -TIES] 

INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record [v -D, -BING, -S] 

INSCROLL CILLNORS to enscroll (to write on scroll) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSECTAN ACEINNST pertaining to insects (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [adj] 

INSECURE CEEINRSU unsafe (not safe (free from danger)) [adj -R, -ST] 

INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSERTER EEINRRST one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSETTED DEEINSTT INSET, to insert (to put in) [v] 

INSETTER EEINRSTT one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSHEATH AEHHINST to ensheath (to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath)) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

INSHRINE EHIINNRS to enshrine (to place in shrine) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INSISTED DEIINSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSISTER EIINRSST one that insists (to be resolute on some matter) [n -S] 

INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

INSOLATE AEILNOST to expose to sunlight [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSOLENT EILNNOST extremely rude person [n -S] 

INSOMNIA AIIMNNOS chronic inability to sleep [n -S] 

INSOMUCH CHIMNOSU to such degree [adv] 

INSOULED DEILNOSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSOURCE CEINORSU to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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INSPHERE EEHINPRS to ensphere (to enclose in sphere) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INSPIRIT IIINPRST to fill with spirit or life [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTABLE ABEILNST unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

INSTANCE ACEINNST to cite as example [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INSTANCY ACINNSTY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 

INSTINCT CIINNSTT inborn behavioral pattern [n -S] 

INSTROKE EIKNORST inward stroke [n -S] 

INSTRUCT CINRSTTU to supply with knowledge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSULANT AILNNSTU insulating material [n -S] 

INSULATE AEILNSTU to separate with nonconducting material [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSULTED DEILNSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v] 

INSULTER EILNRSTU one that insults (to treat offensively) [n -S] 

INSURANT AINNRSTU one who is insured (one who is insured) [n -S] 

INSURING GIINNRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

IRONSIDE DEIINORS man of great strength [n -S] 

KINSFOLK FIKKLNOS kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n KINSFOLK] 

KOLINSKI IIKKLNOS kolinsky (Asian mink) [n -ES] 

KOLINSKY IKKLNOSY Asian mink [n -KIES] 

LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, to make film of [adj] 

LICENSEE CEEEILNS one that is licensed [n -S] 

LICENSER CEEILNRS one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [n -S] 

LICENSOR CEILNORS licenser (one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to)) [n -S] 

LINSTOCK CIKLNOST stick having one end divided to hold match [n -S] 

MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S] 

MAINSTAY AAIMNSTY principal support [n -S] 

MANSCAPE AACEMNPS to trim or shave man's body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MENSCHEN CEEHMNNS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MENSCHES CEEHMNSS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 

MENSEFUL EEFLMNSU proper (suitable (appropriate)) [adj] 

MENSTRUA AEMNRSTU solvents (substance capable of dissolving others) [n MENSTRUA] 

MENSURAL AELMNRSU pertaining to measure [adj] 

MENSWEAR AEEMNRSW clothing for men [n MENSWEAR] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S] 

MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n -S] 

MONSTERA AEMNORST tropical American plant [n -S] 

MOONSAIL AILMNOOS light, square sail [n -S] 

MOONSEED DEEMNOOS climbing plant [n -S] 

MOONSHOT HMNOOOST launching of spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MUENSTER EEMNRSTU mild cheese [n -S] 

NAINSOOK AIKNNOOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S] 

NONSKIER EIKNNORS one that does not ski [n -S] 

NONSOLAR ALNNOORS not solar [adj] 

NONSOLID DILNNOOS substance that is not solid [n -S] 
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NONSTICK CIKNNOST allowing of easy removal of cooked food particles [adj] 

NONSTORY NNOORSTY insignificant news story [n -RIES] 

NONSTYLE ELNNOSTY style that is not identifiable [n -S] 

NONSUGAR AGNNORSU substance that is not sugar [n -S] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv] 

PANSOPHY AHNOPPSY universal knowledge [n -HIES] 

PAWNSHOP AHNOPPSW place where things are pawned [n -S] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PENSTOCK CEKNOPST conduit for conveying water to waterwheel [n -S] 

PINSCHER CEHINPRS large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

PREPENSE EEENPPRS planned in advance [adj] 

PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRETENSE EEENPRST act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of) [n -S] 

PROPENSE EENOPPRS tending toward [adj] 

QUINSIED DEIINQSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [adj] 

QUINSIES EIINQSSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [n] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RANSOMED ADEMNORS RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

RANSOMER AEMNORRS one that ransoms (to obtain release of by paying demanded price) [n -S] 

RECENSOR CEENORRS to censor again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINSERT EEINRRST to insert again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINSMAN AEIMNNRS skilled rider of horses [n -MEN] 

REINSURE EEINRRSU to insure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESPONSA AENOPRSS written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA] 

RESPONSE EENOPRSS reply or reaction [n -S] 

RINSABLE ABEILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

RINSIBLE BEIILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

SANSERIF AEFINRSS typeface without serifs [n -S] 

SCANSION ACINNOSS analysis of verse into metrical feet and rhythm patterns [n -S] 

SENSEFUL EEFLNSSU sensible (having or showing good judgment) [adj] 

SENSIBLE BEEILNSS having or showing good judgment [adj -R, -ST] / something that can be sensed [n -S] 

SENSIBLY BEILNSSY SENSIBLE, having or showing good judgment [adv] 

SENSILLA AEILLNSS simple sense organ [n -E] 

SENSORIA AEINORSS parts of brain concerned with reception and interpretation of sensory stimuli [n SENSORIA] 

SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj] 

SONSIEST EINOSSST SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SPANSULE AELNPSSU trademark [n -S] 

SPINSTER EINPRSST unmarried woman who is past usual age for marrying [n -S] 

SPONSION INNOOPSS act of sponsoring (to make oneself responsible for) [n -S] 

STERNSON ENNORSST reinforcing post of ship [n -S] 

STUNSAIL AILNSSTU type of sail [n -S] 

SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S] 

SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S] 

SUNSHINE EHINNSSU light of sun [n -S] 

SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj] 
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SUNSTONE ENNOSSTU variety of quartz [n -S] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

SWANSKIN AIKNNSSW skin of swan [n -S] 

TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TENSIBLE BEEILNST capable of being stretched [adj]  

TENSIBLY BEILNSTY TENSIBLE, capable of being stretched [adv] 

TINSELED DEEILNST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TINSELLY EILLNSTY cheaply gaudy [adj] 

TINSMITH HIIMNSTT one who works with tin [n -S] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n -S] 

TINSTONE EINNOSTT tin ore [n -S] 

TONSILAR AILNORST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [adj] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW site of town [n -S] 

TOWNSMAN AMNNOSTW resident of town [n -MEN] 

TRANSACT AACNRSTT to carry out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSEPT AENPRSTT major transverse part of body of church [n -S] 

TRANSFER AEFNRRST to convey from one source to another [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

TRANSHIP AHINPRST to transfer from one conveyance to another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

TRANSUDE ADENRSTU to pass through membrane [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TURNSOLE ELNORSTU plant that turns with sun [n -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

TWINSHIP HIINPSTW close similarity or association [n -S] 

UNINSTAL AILNNSTU to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU not rinsed (to cleanse with clear water) [adj] 

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSAFELY AEFLNSUY not safely (free from danger) [adv] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, not safe (free from danger) [adj] 

UNSAFETY AEFNSTUY lack of safety [n -TIES] 

UNSALTED ADELNSTU not salted (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [adj] 

UNSAVORY ANORSUVY not savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj] 

UNSAYING AGINNSUY UNSAY, to retract something said [v] 

UNSCALED ACDELNSU not scaled (to climb up or over) [adj] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMED ADEEMNSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEARED ADEENRSU not seared (to burn surface of) [adj] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSEEDED DDEEENSU not seeded (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [adj] 

UNSEEING EEGINNSU UNSEE, to forget seeing [v] 

UNSEEMLY EELMNSUY not seemly (of pleasing appearance) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ not seized (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 

UNSERVED DEENRSUV not served (to work for) [adj] 

UNSETTLE EELNSTTU to make unstable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEWING EGINNSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 
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UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, not sexy (arousing sexual desire) [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]  

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 

UNSHADED ADDEHNSU not shaded (to screen from light or heat) [adj] 

UNSHAKEN AEHKNNSU not shaken (to move to and fro with short, rapid movements) [adj] 

UNSHAMED ADEHMNSU not shamed (to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation) [adj] 

UNSHAPED ADEHNPSU not shaped (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHAPEN AEHNNPSU not shapen (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHARED ADEHNRSU not shared (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [adj] 

UNSHAVED ADEHNSUV not shaved (to sever hair close to roots) [adj] 

UNSHAVEN AEHNNSUV not shaven (to sever hair close to roots) [adj] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw back) [adj] 

UNSICKER CEIKNRSU unreliable (not reliable) [adj] 

UNSIFTED DEFINSTU not sifted (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [adj] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU not signed (to write one's name on) [adj] 

UNSILENT EILNNSTU not silent (making no sound or noise) [adj] 

UNSINFUL FILNNSUU not sinful (marked by sin) [adj] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU not slaked (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [adj] 

UNSLICED CDEILNSU not sliced (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [adj] 

UNSMOKED DEKMNOSU not smoked (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [adj] 

UNSOAKED ADEKNOSU not soaked (to wet something thoroughly) [adj] 

UNSOCIAL ACILNOSU not social [adj] 

UNSOILED DEILNOSU not soiled (to make dirty) [adj] 

UNSOLDER DELNORSU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOLVED DELNOSUV not solved (to find answer or explanation for) [adj] 

UNSONSIE EINNOSSU unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNSORTED DENORSTU not sorted (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [adj] 

UNSOUGHT GHNOSTUU not sought (to go in search of) [adj] 

UNSOURED DENORSUU not soured (to make or become sour) [adj] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU not spoilt (to impair value or quality of) [adj] 

UNSPRUNG GNNPRSUU not sprung (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [adj] 

UNSTABLE ABELNSTU not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSTABLY ABLNSTUY not stably (in stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) manner) [adv] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNSTONED DENNOSTU not stoned (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [adj] 

UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES] 

UNSTRING GINNRSTU to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY not stuffy (poorly ventilated) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU not suited (to be appropriate to) [adj] 

UNSURELY ELNRSUUY not surely (certainly (in certain (absolutely confident) manner)) [adv] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 
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UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj] 

WAINSCOT ACINOSTW to line walls of with wooden paneling [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

WEENSIER EEEINRSW WEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

 

8s end -NS 

ABANDONS AABDNNOS ABANDON, to leave or give up completely [v] 

ABDOMENS ABDEMNOS ABDOMEN, body cavity containing viscera [n] 

ABDUCENS ABCDENSU cranial nerve [n -NTES] 

ABSTAINS AABINSST ABSTAIN, to refrain voluntarily [v] 

ACRASINS AACINRSS ACRASIN, substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n] 

ACROGENS ACEGNORS ACROGEN, plant growing at apex only [n] 

ACTINONS ACINNOST ACTINON, isotope of radon [n] 

ACYLOINS ACILNOSY ACYLOIN, type of chemical compound [n] 

ADJOURNS ADJNORSU ADJOURN, to suspend until later time [v] 

AGLYCONS ACGLNOSY AGLYCON, type of chemical compound [n] 

AGNOMENS AEGMNNOS AGNOMEN, additional name given to ancient Roman [n] 

AILERONS AEILNORS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

ALATIONS AAILNOST ALATION, state of having wings [n] 

ALBUMENS ABELMNSU ALBUMEN, white of egg [n] 

ALBUMINS ABILMNSU ALBUMIN, simple protein [n] 

ALENCONS ACELNNOS ALENCON, needlepoint lace [n] 

ALEURONS AELNORSU ALEURON, aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n] 

ALLICINS ACIILLNS ALLICIN, liquid compound [n] 

ALLOXANS AALLNOSX ALLOXAN, chemical compound [n] 

ALPHORNS AHLNOPRS ALPHORN, wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n] 

ALTHORNS AHLNORST ALTHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

AMOTIONS AIMNOOST AMOTION, removal of corporate officer from his office [n] 

ANDIRONS ADINNORS ANDIRON, metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n] 

ANEURINS AEINNRSU ANEURIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

ANTIGENS AEGINNST ANTIGEN, substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n] 

ANTLIONS AILNNOST ANTLION, predatory insect [n] 

ARRAIGNS AAGINRRS ARRAIGN, to call before court of law to answer indictment [v] 

ARTISANS AAINRSST ARTISAN, trained or skilled workman [n] 

ASPIRINS AIINPRSS ASPIRIN, pain reliever [n] 

ATAGHANS AAAGHNST ATAGHAN, yataghan (Turkish sword) [n] 

ATROPINS AINOPRST ATROPIN, atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

AUCTIONS ACINOSTU AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

AUTOPENS AENOPSTU AUTOPEN, device for imitating signatures [n] 

BALAFONS AABFLNOS BALAFON, musical instrument of Africa [n] 

BALLOONS ABLLNOOS BALLOON, to swell out [v] 

BARCHANS AABCHNRS BARCHAN, type of sand dune [n] 

BARGAINS AABGINRS BARGAIN, to discuss terms for selling or buying [v] 

BARGOONS ABGNOORS BARGOON, bargain [n] 

BARYTONS ABNORSTY BARYTON, stringed instrument [n] 

BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n] 

BASTIONS ABINOSST BASTION, fortified place [n] 

BAUDRONS ABDNORSU cat [n -ES] 
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BECLOWNS BCELNOSW BECLOWN, to cause to appear ridiculous [v] 

BEDGOWNS BDEGNOSW BEDGOWN, dressing gown [n] 

BEDIZENS BDEEINSZ BEDIZEN, to dress gaudily [v] 

BEDOUINS BDEINOSU BEDOUIN, nomadic Arab [n] 

BEGROANS ABEGNORS BEGROAN, to groan at [v] 

BENISONS BEINNOSS BENISON, blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n] 

BENTHONS BEHNNOST BENTHON, organisms living in benthos [n] 

BENZOINS BEINNOSZ BENZOIN, gum resin [n] 

BETHORNS BEHNORST BETHORN, to fill with thorns [v] 

BETOKENS BEEKNOST BETOKEN, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

BIGHORNS BGHINORS BIGHORN, wild sheep [n] 

BILLIONS BIILLNOS BILLION, number [n] 

BIOTRONS BINOORST BIOTRON, climate control chamber [n] 

BITCOINS BCIINOST BITCOIN, blockchain currency [n]  

BITTERNS BEINRSTT BITTERN, wading bird [n] 

BITUMENS BEIMNSTU BITUMEN, asphalt [n] 

BLACKENS ABCEKLNS BLACKEN, to make black [v] 

BLOUSONS BLNOOSSU BLOUSON, woman's garment [n] 

BLOWGUNS BGLNOSUW BLOWGUN, tube through which darts may be blown [n] 

BLUEFINS BEFILNSU BLUEFIN, large tuna [n] 

BODHRANS ABDHNORS BODHRAN, Irish drum [n] 

BOGBEANS ABBEGNOS BOGBEAN, marsh plant [n] 

BOOMKINS BIKMNOOS BOOMKIN, bumkin (ship's spar) [n] 

BORAZONS ABNOORSZ BORAZON, hard form of boron nitride [n] 

BOTULINS BILNOSTU BOTULIN, nerve poison [n] 

BOURBONS BBNOORSU BOURBON, whiskey (liquor) [n] 

BOURDONS BDNOORSU BOURDON, part of bagpipe [n] 

BOURSINS BINORSSU BOURSIN, trademark [n] 

BRACKENS ABCEKNRS BRACKEN, large fern [n] 

BRADOONS ABDNOORS BRADOON, bridoon (device used to control horse) [n] 

BRAHMANS AABHMNRS BRAHMAN, member of highest Hindu caste [n] 

BRECHANS ABCEHNRS BRECHAN, brecham (collar for horse) [n] 

BRIDOONS BDINOORS BRIDOON, device used to control horse [n] 

BROADENS ABDENORS BROADEN, to make broad [v] 

BUCKEENS BCEEKNSU BUCKEEN, poor man who acts as if wealthy [n] 

BUFFOONS BFFNOOSU BUFFOON, clown [n] 

BULLIONS BILLNOSU BULLION, uncoined gold or silver [n] 

BULLPENS BELLNPSU BULLPEN, enclosure for bulls [n] 

BUMPKINS BIKMNPSU BUMPKIN, unsophisticated rustic [n] 

BURGEONS BEGNORSU BURGEON, to develop rapidly [v] 

BURTHENS BEHNRSTU BURTHEN, to burden (to load heavily) [v] 

BUTYRINS BINRSTUY BUTYRIN, chemical compound [n] 

CABEZONS ABCENOSZ CABEZON, large, edible fish [n] 

CAFFEINS ACEFFINS CAFFEIN, caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n] 

CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

CALDRONS ACDLNORS CALDRON, large kettle or boiler [n] 

CALPAINS AACILNPS CALPAIN, enzyme for digesting proteins [n] 
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CAMPIONS ACIMNOPS CAMPION, herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n] 

CANAKINS AACIKNNS CANAKIN, cannikin (small can or cup) [n] 

CANIKINS ACIIKNNS CANIKIN, cannikin (small can or cup) [n] 

CANTEENS ACEENNST CANTEEN, small container for carrying water [n] 

CAPELANS AACELNPS CAPELAN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 

CAPELINS ACEILNPS CAPELIN, small, edible fish [n] 

CAPSTANS AACNPSST CAPSTAN, machine used to hoist weights [n] 

CAPTAINS AACINPST CAPTAIN, to lead or command [v] 

CAPTIONS ACINOPST CAPTION, to provide with title [v] 

CARABINS AABCINRS CARABIN, carbine (light rifle) [n] 

CARAVANS AAACNRSV CARAVAN, to travel in group [v] 

CARBARNS AABCNRRS CARBARN, garage for buses [n] 

CARDOONS ACDNOORS CARDOON, perennial plant [n] 

CAROTINS ACINORST CAROTIN, carotene (plant pigment) [n] 

CARRIONS ACINORRS CARRION, dead and putrefying flesh [n] 

CARRYONS ACNORRSY CARRYON, small piece of luggage [n] 

CARTOONS ACNOORST CARTOON, to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v] 

CATAGENS AACEGNST CATAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

CATERANS AACENRST CATERAN, brigand (bandit (robber (one that robs))) [n] 

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

CELADONS ACDELNOS CELADON, pale green color [n] 

CERATINS ACEINRST CERATIN, keratin (fibrous protein) [n] 

CERESINS CEEINRSS CERESIN, hard whitish wax [n] 

CERUMENS CEEMNRSU CERUMEN, waxy secretion of ear [n] 

CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n] 

CHAGRINS ACGHINRS CHAGRIN, to humiliate [v] 

CHASTENS ACEHNSST CHASTEN, to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v] 

CHAZZANS AACHNSZZ CHAZZAN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHAZZENS ACEHNSZZ CHAZZEN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

CHEAPENS ACEEHNPS CHEAPEN, to make cheap [v] 

CHEVRONS CEHNORSV CHEVRON, V-shaped pattern [n] 

CHICKENS CCEHIKNS CHICKEN, to lose one's nerve [v] 

CHIFFONS CFFHINOS CHIFFON, sheer fabric [n] 

CHIGNONS CGHINNOS CHIGNON, woman's hairdo [n] 

CHITLINS CHIILNST CHITLIN, chitling (part of small intestine of swine) [n] 

CHLORINS CHILNORS CHLORIN, chlorine (gaseous element) [n] 

CHORIONS CHINOORS CHORION, embryonic membrane [n] 

CHORTENS CEHNORST CHORTEN, Tibetan shrine [n] 

CHRONONS CHNNOORS CHRONON, hypothetical unit of time [n] 

CINERINS CEIINNRS CINERIN, compound used in insecticides [n] 

CIPOLINS CIILNOPS CIPOLIN, type of marble [n] 

CISTERNS CEINRSST CISTERN, water tank [n] 

CISTRONS CINORSST CISTRON, segment of DNA [n] 

CITHERNS CEHINRST CITHERN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITHRENS CEHINRST CITHREN, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CITIZENS CEIINSTZ CITIZEN, resident of city or town [n] 

CITTERNS CEINRSTT CITTERN, pear-shaped guitar [n] 
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CLACHANS AACCHLNS CLACHAN, hamlet (small town) [n] 

CLARIONS ACILNORS CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

CLASSONS ACLNOSSS CLASSON, subatomic particle [n] 

CLAYPANS AACLNPSY CLAYPAN, shallow natural depression [n] 

COALBINS ABCILNOS COALBIN, bin for storing coal [n] 

COARSENS ACENORSS COARSEN, to make coarse [v] 

COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n] 

COLICINS CCIILNOS COLICIN, antibacterial substance [n] 

COLLEENS CEELLNOS COLLEEN, Irish girl [n] 

COMPLINS CILMNOPS COMPLIN, compline (last liturgical prayer of day) [n] 

CONCERNS CCENNORS CONCERN, to be of interest to [v] 

CONDEMNS CDEMNNOS CONDEMN, to criticize severely [v] 

CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v] 

CONTAINS ACINNOST CONTAIN, to hold within [v] 

CONTEMNS CEMNNOST CONTEMN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

COONCANS ACCNNOOS COONCAN, conquian (card game) [n] 

COREIGNS CEGINORS COREIGN, joint reign [n] 

COTHURNS CHNORSTU COTHURN, buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n] 

COURLANS ACLNORSU COURLAN, wading bird [n] 

COWSKINS CIKNOSSW COWSKIN, hide of cow [n] 

COWTOWNS CNOOSTWW COWTOWN, town or city in cattle-raising area [n] 

CRAMPONS ACMNOPRS CRAMPON, device for raising heavy objects [n] 

CREATINS ACEINRST CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 

CREMAINS ACEIMNRS ashes of cremated body [n CREMAINS] 

CRIMSONS CIMNORSS CRIMSON, to make crimson (red color) [v] 

CRISPENS CEINPRSS CRISPEN, to make crisp [v] 

CROCEINS CCEINORS CROCEIN, red dye [n] 

CROUTONS CNOORSTU CROUTON, small cube of toasted bread [n] 

CRUCIANS ACCINRSU CRUCIAN, European fish [n] 

CRYOGENS CEGNORSY CRYOGEN, substance for producing low temperatures [n] 

CULLIONS CILLNOSU CULLION, vile fellow [n] 

CUMARINS ACIMNRSU CUMARIN, coumarin (chemical compound) [n] 

CURTAINS ACINRSTU CURTAIN, to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v] 

CUSHIONS CHINOSSU CUSHION, to pad with soft material [v] 

CUTDOWNS CDNOSTUW CUTDOWN, reduction [n] 

CYCASINS ACCINSSY CYCASIN, sugar derivative [n] 

CYPRIANS ACINPRSY CYPRIAN, prostitute [n] 

CYSTEINS CEINSSTY CYSTEIN, cysteine (amino acid) [n] 

DALAPONS AADLNOPS DALAPON, herbicide used on unwanted grasses [n] 

DARSHANS AADHNRSS DARSHAN, Hindu blessing [n] 

DASHEENS ADEEHNSS DASHEEN, tropical plant [n] 

DAUPHINS ADHINPSU DAUPHIN, eldest son of French king [n] 

DEADPANS AADDENPS DEADPAN, to act without emotion [v] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DECAGONS ACDEGNOS DECAGON, ten-sided polygon [n] 

DECROWNS CDENORSW DECROWN, to deprive of crown; depose [v] 

DEMETONS DEEMNOST DEMETON, insecticide [n] 
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DENDRONS DDENNORS DENDRON, dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n] 

DENIZENS DEEINNSZ DENIZEN, to make citizen of [v] 

DERAIGNS ADEGINRS DERAIGN, to dispute claim [v] 

DESTAINS ADEINSST DESTAIN, to remove stain from [v] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

DEXTRANS ADENRSTX DEXTRAN, substance used as blood plasma substitute [n] 

DEXTRINS DEINRSTX DEXTRIN, substance used as adhesive [n] 

DIATRONS ADINORST DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 

DICTIONS CDIINOST DICTION, choice and use of words in speech or writing [n] 

DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n] 

DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n] 

DISCERNS CDEINRSS DISCERN, to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v] 

DISDAINS ADDIINSS DISDAIN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

DISHPANS ADHINPSS DISHPAN, pan for washing dishes [n] 

DISJOINS DIIJNOSS DISJOIN, to separate (to set or keep apart) [v] 

DISLIMNS DIILMNSS DISLIMN, to make dim [v] 

DISTAINS ADIINSST DISTAIN, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

DOESKINS DEIKNOSS DOESKIN, skin of doe [n] 

DOGSKINS DGIKNOSS DOGSKIN, leather made from skin of dog [n] 

DOLPHINS DHILNOPS DOLPHIN, marine mammal [n] 

DRAGOONS ADGNOORS DRAGOON, to harass by use of troops [v] 

DRUMLINS DILMNRSU DRUMLIN, long hill of glacial drift [n] 

DUCKPINS CDIKNPSU DUCKPIN, type of bowling pin [n] 

DUDGEONS DDEGNOSU DUDGEON, feeling of resentment [n] 

DULCIANS ACDILNSU DULCIAN, early type of bassoon [n] 

DUNGEONS DEGNNOSU DUNGEON, to confine in dungeon (underground prison) [v] 

DURAMENS ADEMNRSU DURAMEN, central wood of tree [n] 

DUSTBINS BDINSSTU DUSTBIN, trash can [n] 

DUSTPANS ADNPSSTU DUSTPAN, pan for holding swept dust [n] 

DUVETYNS DENSTUVY DUVETYN, soft fabric [n] 

ECDYSONS CDENOSSY ECDYSON, ecdysone (insect hormone) [n] 

ECHELONS CEEHLNOS ECHELON, to group in particular formation [v] 

EDITIONS DEIINOST EDITION, particular series of printed material [n] 

EFTSOONS EFNOOSST eftsoon (soon afterward) [adv] 

EIDOLONS DEILNOOS EIDOLON, phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n] 

EINKORNS EIKNNORS EINKORN, variety of wheat [n] 

EISWEINS EEIINSSW EISWEIN, sweet German wine [n] 

ELASTINS AEILNSST ELASTIN, bodily protein [n] 

ELATIONS AEILNOST ELATION, feeling of great joy [n] 

ELISIONS EIILNOSS ELISION, act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n] 

ELUSIONS EILNOSSU ELUSION, act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

ELUTIONS EILNOSTU ELUTION, act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n] 

EMBROWNS BEMNORSW EMBROWN, to make brown [v] 

EMBRYONS BEMNORSY EMBRYON, embryo (organism in its early stages of development) [n] 

EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

ENATIONS AEINNOST ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

ENCHAINS ACEHINNS ENCHAIN, to bind with chains [v] 
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ENDOGENS DEEGNNOS ENDOGEN, type of plant [n] 

ENGRAINS AEGINNRS ENGRAIN, to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v] 

ENLIVENS EEILNNSV ENLIVEN, to make lively [v] 

ENTERONS EENNORST ENTERON, alimentary canal [n] 

ENTRAINS AEINNRST ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

ENVIRONS EINNORSV ENVIRON, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

EPSILONS EILNOPSS EPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

ERASIONS AEINORSS ERASION, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

EREPSINS EEINPRSS EREPSIN, mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n] 

EROSIONS EINOORSS EROSION, act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n] 

ETESIANS AEEINSST ETESIAN, annually recurring wind [n] 

EUDEMONS DEEMNOSU EUDEMON, good spirit [n] 

EVASIONS AEINOSSV EVASION, act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EXCITONS CEINOSTX EXCITON, phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n] 

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable [v] 

FACTIONS ACFINOST FACTION, clique within larger group [n] 

FASHIONS AFHINOSS FASHION, to give particular shape or form to [v] 

FENURONS EFNNORSU FENURON, herbicide [n] 

FERMIONS EFIMNORS FERMION, type of atomic particle [n] 

FESTOONS EFNOOSST FESTOON, to hang decorative chains or strips on [v] 

FIBROINS BFIINORS FIBROIN, insoluble protein [n] 

FICTIONS CFIINOST FICTION, literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n] 

FIFTEENS EEFFINST FIFTEEN, number [n] 

FIREPANS AEFINPRS FIREPAN, open pan for holding live coals [n] 

FISSIONS FIINOSSS FISSION, to split into parts [v] 

FIVEPINS EFIINPSV bowling game [n FIVEPINS] 

FLATTENS AEFLNSTT FLATTEN, to make or become flat [v] 

FLEHMENS EEFHLMNS FLEHMEN, to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v] 

FLEURONS EFLNORSU FLEURON, floral ornament [n] 

FLEXIONS EFILNOSX FLEXION, flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n] 

FLUORINS FILNORSU FLUORIN, fluorine (gaseous element) [n] 

FLUXIONS FILNOSUX FLUXION, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FOGHORNS FGHNOORS FOGHORN, horn sounded in fog [n] 

FOLACINS ACFILNOS FOLACIN, B vitamin [n] 

FORAMENS AEFMNORS FORAMEN, small anatomical opening [n] 

FORERUNS EFNORRSU FORERUN, to run in advance of [v] 

FOURGONS FGNOORSU FOURGON, wagon for carrying baggage [n] 

FOXSKINS FIKNOSSX FOXSKIN, skin of fox [n] 

FREEGANS AEEFGNRS FREEGAN, activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n] 

FRESHENS EEFHNRSS FRESHEN, to make or become fresh [v] 

FRISSONS FINORSSS FRISSON, shudder [n] 

FRONTONS FNNOORST FRONTON, jai* alai* arena [n] 

FUCHSINS CFHINSSU FUCHSIN, red dye [n] 

FUSTIANS AFINSSTU FUSTIAN, cotton fabric [n] 

GADROONS ADGNOORS GADROON, to decorate with bands of fluted or reeded molding [v] 

GALLEINS AEGILLNS GALLEIN, green dye [n] 

GALLEONS AEGLLNOS GALLEON, large sailing vessel [n] 
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GALLOONS AGLLNOOS GALLOON, ornamental braid [n] 

GAMELANS AAEGLMNS GAMELAN, type of orchestra [n] 

GASTRINS AGINRSST GASTRIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

GELATINS AEGILNST GELATIN, glutinous substance [n] 

GENTIANS AEGINNST GENTIAN, flowering plant [n] 

GHERKINS EGHIKNRS GHERKIN, small cucumber [n] 

GIGATONS AGGINOST GIGATON, unit of weight [n] 

GITTERNS EGINRSTT GITTERN, medieval guitar [n] 

GLADDENS ADDEGLNS GLADDEN, to make glad [v] 

GLIADINS ADGIILNS GLIADIN, simple protein [n] 

GLISTENS EGILNSST GLISTEN, to shine by reflection [v] 

GLONOINS GILNNOOS GLONOIN, nitroglycerin [n] 

GLUTTONS GLNOSTTU GLUTTON, person who eats to excess [n] 

GODDAMNS ADDGMNOS GODDAMN, offensive word [v] 

GODROONS DGNOOORS GODROON, gadroon [n] 

GOLDARNS ADGLNORS GOLDARN, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

GOLDURNS DGLNORSU GOLDURN, goldarn [n] 

GOMBEENS BEEGMNOS GOMBEEN, usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [n] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

GRAPLINS AGILNPRS GRAPLIN, grapnel (type of anchor) [n] 

GREATENS AEEGNRST GREATEN, to make greater [v] 

GREISENS EEGINRSS GREISEN, type of rock [n] 

GREMLINS EGILMNRS GREMLIN, mischievous creature [n] 

GREYHENS EEGHNRSY GREYHEN, female black grouse [n] 

GRIFFINS FFGIINRS GRIFFIN, mythological creature [n] 

GRIFFONS FFGINORS GRIFFON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 

GRISKINS GIIKNRSS GRISKIN, lean part of loin of pork [n] 

GRUNIONS GINNORSU GRUNION, small food fish [n] 

GRYPHONS GHNOPRSY GRYPHON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 

GUDGEONS DEGGNOSU GUDGEON, to dupe (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

GUERDONS DEGNORSU GUERDON, to reward (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [v] 

HABITANS AABHINST HABITAN, French settler [n] 

HAIRPINS AHIINPRS HAIRPIN, hair fastener [n] 

HALCYONS ACHLNOSY HALCYON, mythical bird [n] 

HALOGENS AEGHLNOS HALOGEN, nonmetallic element [n] 

HANDGUNS ADGHNNSU HANDGUN, small firearm [n] 

HANUMANS AAHMNNSU HANUMAN, East Indian monkey [n] 

HARDPANS AADHNPRS HARDPAN, layer of hard subsoil [n] 

HARIJANS AAHIJNRS HARIJAN, outcaste in India [n] 

HARPOONS AHNOOPRS HARPOON, to strike with barbed spear [v] 

HARSHENS AEHHNRSS HARSHEN, to make harsh [v] 

HEADPINS ADEHINPS HEADPIN, bowling pin [n] 

HEARKENS AEEHKNRS HEARKEN, to listen to [v] 

HEARTENS AEEHNRST HEARTEN, to give courage to [v] 

HEATHENS AEEHHNST HEATHEN, uncivilized person [n] 

HEGEMONS EEGHMNOS HEGEMON, political state having hegemony [n] 

HEGUMENS EEGHMNSU HEGUMEN, head of monastery [n] 
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HELICONS CEHILNOS HELICON, large bass tuba [n] 

HELLIONS EHILLNOS HELLION, troublesome person [n] 

HEMATINS AEHIMNST HEMATIN, heme (component of hemoglobin) [n] 

HEPARINS AEHINPRS HEPARIN, biochemical [n] 

HESSIANS AEHINSSS HESSIAN, coarse cloth [n] 

HEXAGONS AEGHNOSX HEXAGON, polygon having six sides [n] 

HEXOSANS AEHNOSSX HEXOSAN, carbohydrate [n] 

HIRUDINS DHIINRSU HIRUDIN, anticoagulant [n] 

HOARSENS AEHNORSS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v] 

HOATZINS AHINOSTZ HOATZIN, tropical bird [n] 

HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n] 

HOMININS HIIMNNOS HOMININ, hominid of tribe that includes recent humans and extinct related forms [n] 

HORDEINS DEHINORS HORDEIN, simple protein [n] 

HORIZONS HINOORSZ HORIZON, line where sky seems to meet earth [n] 

HOUNGANS AGHNNOSU HOUNGAN, voodoo priest [n] 

HYPERONS EHNOPRSY HYPERON, atomic particle [n] 

IMBROWNS BIMNORSW IMBROWN, to embrown (to make brown) [v] 

IMPREGNS EGIMNPRS IMPREGN, to make pregnant [v] 

INDAMINS ADIIMNNS INDAMIN, indamine (chemical compound) [n] 

INDICANS ACDIINNS INDICAN, chemical compound [n] 

INDIGENS DEGIINNS INDIGEN, indigene (native (original inhabitant of area)) [n] 

INDULINS DIILNNSU INDULIN, induline (blue dye) [n] 

INGRAINS AGIINNRS INGRAIN, to impress firmly on mind [v] 

INHIBINS BHIIINNS INHIBIN, human hormone [n] 

INKHORNS HIKNNORS INKHORN, small container for ink [n] 

IONOGENS EGINNOOS IONOGEN, compound capable of forming ions [n] 

ISOSPINS IINOPSSS ISOSPIN, type of quantum number [n] 

JACOBINS ABCIJNOS JACOBIN, pigeon (short-legged bird) [n] 

JALAPINS AAIJLNPS JALAPIN, medicinal substance contained in jalap [n] 

JARGOONS AGJNOORS JARGOON, variety of zircon [n] 

JAVELINS AEIJLNSV JAVELIN, to pierce with javelin (light spear) [v] 

JILLIONS IIJLLNOS JILLION, very large number [n] 

JOHNSONS HJNNOOSS JOHNSON, offensive word [n] 

KAMSEENS AEEKMNSS KAMSEEN, khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n] 

KEELSONS EEKLNOSS KEELSON, beam in ship [n] 

KERATINS AEIKNRST KERATIN, fibrous protein [n] 

KEROGENS EEGKNORS KEROGEN, substance found in shale [n] 

KHAMSINS AHIKMNSS KHAMSIN, hot, dry wind [n] 

KIDSKINS DIIKKNSS KIDSKIN, type of leather [n] 

KILOTONS IKLNOOST KILOTON, unit of weight [n] 

KINETINS EIIKNNST KINETIN, substance that increases plant growth [n] 

KINGPINS GIIKNNPS KINGPIN, central bolt connecting axle to vehicle [n] 

KIPSKINS IIKKNPSS KIPSKIN, animal hide that has not been tanned [n] 

KITCHENS CEHIKNST KITCHEN, room where food is cooked [n] 

KLAVERNS AEKLNRSV KLAVERN, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n] 

KNEEPANS AEEKNNPS KNEEPAN, kneecap [n] 

KREMLINS EIKLMNRS KREMLIN, Russian citadel [n] 
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KRYPTONS KNOPRSTY KRYPTON, gaseous element [n] 

LADYKINS ADIKLNSY LADYKIN, small lady [n] 

LAMBKINS ABIKLMNS LAMBKIN, small lamb [n] 

LAMININS AIILMNNS LAMININ, glycoprotein [n] 

LAMPIONS AILMNOPS LAMPION, type of light-generating device [n] 

LAMPOONS ALMNOOPS LAMPOON, to ridicule in satirical composition [v] 

LANOLINS AILLNNOS LANOLIN, fatty substance obtained from wool [n] 

LANTERNS AELNNRST LANTERN, protective case for light [n] 

LARDOONS ADLNOORS LARDOON, lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n] 

LARIGANS AAGILNRS LARIGAN, leather boot [n] 

LECTERNS CEELNRST LECTERN, reading desk [n] 

LECTIONS CEILNOST LECTION, portion of sacred writing read in church service [n] 

LEGHORNS EGHLNORS LEGHORN, smooth, plaited straw [n] 

LEGUMINS EGILMNSU LEGUMIN, plant protein [n] 

LESBIANS ABEILNSS LESBIAN, female homosexual [n] 

LETDOWNS DELNOSTW LETDOWN, decrease [n] 

LEVULINS EILLNSUV LEVULIN, chemical compound [n] 

LEXICONS CEILNOSX LEXICON, dictionary [n] 

LIAISONS AIILNOSS LIAISON, means for maintaining communication [n] 

LIGHTENS EGHILNST LIGHTEN, to reduce weight of [v] 

LIGROINS GIILNORS LIGROIN, flammable liquid [n] 

LIMACONS ACILMNOS LIMACON, type of geometric curve [n] 

LIMPKINS IIKLMNPS LIMPKIN, wading bird [n] 

LINURONS ILNNORSU LINURON, herbicide [n] 

LOBEFINS BEFILNOS LOBEFIN, bony fish [n] 

LORGNONS GLNNOORS LORGNON, pair of eyeglasses with handle [n] 

LOWDOWNS DLNOOSWW LOWDOWN, whole truth [n] 

LUPULINS ILLNPSUU LUPULIN, medicinal powder obtained from hop plant [n] 

LUTHERNS EHLNRSTU LUTHERN, type of window [n] 

LYRICONS CILNORSY LYRICON, electronic wind instrument [n] 

LYSOGENS EGLNOSSY LYSOGEN, type of antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n] 

MACARONS AACMNORS MACARON, type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n]  

MADZOONS ADMNOOSZ MADZOON, matzoon (food made from milk) [n] 

MALISONS AILMNOSS MALISON, curse [n] 

MAMASANS AAAMMNSS MAMASAN, Japanese woman in position of authority [n] 

MANAKINS AAIKMNNS MANAKIN, tropical bird [n] 

MANIKINS AIIKMNNS MANIKIN, anatomical model of human body [n] 

MANSIONS AIMNNOSS MANSION, large, impressive house [n] 

MARTIANS AAIMNRST MARTIAN, supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n] 

MATZOONS AMNOOSTZ MATZOON, food made from milk [n] 

MAXIMINS AIIMMNSX MAXIMIN, maximum of set of minima [n] 

MEDUSANS ADEMNSSU MEDUSAN, medusa (jellyfish) [n] 

MEGATONS AEGMNOST MEGATON, unit of explosive force [n] 

MELANINS AEILMNNS MELANIN, dark pigment [n] 

MENAZONS AEMNNOSZ MENAZON, insecticide [n] 

MENTIONS EIMNNOST MENTION, to refer to in casual manner [v] 

MESCLUNS CELMNSSU MESCLUN, mixture of young tender green herbs [n] 
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METOPONS EMNOOPST METOPON, narcotic drug [n] 

MIDIRONS DIIMNORS MIDIRON, golf club [n] 

MIDNOONS DIMNNOOS MIDNOON, midday (middle of day) [n] 

MIDTOWNS DIMNOSTW MIDTOWN, central part of city [n] 

MILLIONS IILLMNOS MILLION, number [n] 

MILLRUNS ILLMNRSU MILLRUN, millrace (current of water that drives mill wheel) [n] 

MINIKINS IIIKMNNS MINIKIN, small or dainty creature [n] 

MINIVANS AIIMNNSV MINIVAN, small van [n] 

MISCOINS CIIMNOSS MISCOIN, to coin improperly [v] 

MISJOINS IIJMNOSS MISJOIN, to join improperly [v] 

MISPLANS AILMNPSS MISPLAN, to plan badly [v] 

MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task [v] 

MITOGENS EGIMNOST MITOGEN, substance that induces mitosis [n] 

MIXDOWNS DIMNOSWX MIXDOWN, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n] 

MOISTENS EIMNOSST MOISTEN, to make or become moist [v] 

MONAXONS AMNNOOSX MONAXON, straight spicule in sponges [n] 

MONERANS AEMNNORS MONERAN, cellular organism that does not have distinct nucleus [n] 

MONURONS MNNOORSU MONURON, herbicide [n] 

MOORHENS EHMNOORS MOORHEN, female moorfowl [n] 

MORPHINS HIMNOPRS MORPHIN, morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

MORRIONS IMNOORRS MORRION, morion (type of helmet) [n] 

MOUFLONS FLMNOOSU MOUFLON, wild sheep [n] 

MUEDDINS DDEIMNSU MUEDDIN, muezzin (Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer) [n] 

MUEZZINS EIMNSUZZ MUEZZIN, Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer [n] 

MULLEINS EILLMNSU MULLEIN, Eurasian herb [n] 

MULLIONS ILLMNOSU MULLION, to provide with vertical dividing strips [v] 

MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 

MURRAINS AIMNRRSU MURRAIN, disease of cattle [n] 

MUTAGENS AEGMNSTU MUTAGEN, substance that causes biological mutation [n] 

MYLODONS DLMNOOSY MYLODON, extinct giant sloth [n] 

NANKEENS AEEKNNNS NANKEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

NARCEINS ACEINNRS NARCEIN, narceine (opium derivative) [n] 

NAVARINS AAINNRSV NAVARIN, lamb stew with vegetables [n] 

NEGATONS AEGNNOST NEGATON, negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n] 

NEPHRONS EHNNOPRS NEPHRON, excretory unit of kidney [n] 

NETIZENS EEINNSTZ NETIZEN, frequent user of Internet [n] 

NEUSTONS ENNOSSTU NEUSTON, aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n] 

NEUTRONS ENNORSTU NEUTRON, subatomic particle [n] 

NEWBORNS BENNORSW NEWBORN, recently born infant [n] 

NICOTINS CIINNOST NICOTIN, nicotine (poisonous alkaloid in tobacco) [n] 

NINEPINS EIINNNPS NINEPIN, wooden pin used in bowling game [n] 

NOCTURNS CNNORSTU NOCTURN, religious service [n] 

NONAGONS AGNNNOOS NONAGON, nine-sided polygon [n] 

NUCLEINS CEILNNSU NUCLEIN, protein found in nuclei [n] 

NUCLEONS CELNNOSU NUCLEON, subatomic particle [n] 

OCTAGONS ACGNOOST OCTAGON, eight-sided polygon [n] 

OESTRINS EINORSST OESTRIN, estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n] 
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OILSKINS IIKLNOSS OILSKIN, waterproof fabric [n] 

OMICRONS CIMNOORS OMICRON, Greek letter [n] 

OMIKRONS IKMNOORS OMIKRON, omicron (Greek letter) [n] 

OPINIONS IINNOOPS OPINION, conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n] 

OPPIDANS ADINOPPS OPPIDAN, townsman (resident of town) [n] 

OPPONENS ENNOOPPS muscle of thumb [n OPPONENS] 

OPSONINS INNOOPSS OPSONIN, antibody of blood serum [n] 

ORATIONS AINOORST ORATION, formal speech [n] 

ORGANONS AGNNOORS ORGANON, system of rules for scientific investigation [n] 

ORTOLANS ALNOORST ORTOLAN, European bird [n] 

OTTOMANS AMNOOSTT OTTOMAN, type of sofa (long, upholstered seat) [n] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

OUTBURNS BNORSTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTEARNS AENORSTU OUTEARN, to surpass in earning [v] 

OUTFAWNS AFNOSTUW OUTFAWN, to surpass in fawning [v] 

OUTGAINS AGINOSTU OUTGAIN, to gain more than [v] 

OUTGRINS GINORSTU OUTGRIN, to surpass in grinning [v] 

OUTPLANS ALNOPSTU OUTPLAN, to surpass in planning [v] 

OUTSPANS ANOPSSTU OUTSPAN, to unharness draft animal [v] 

OUTTURNS NORSTTUU OUTTURN, quantity produced [n] 

OVATIONS AINOOSTV OVATION, expression or demonstration of popular acclaim [n] 

OVERMANS AEMNORSV OVERMAN, to provide with more men than are needed [v] 

OVERRUNS ENORRSUV OVERRUN, to spread or swarm over [v] 

PACTIONS ACINOPST PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

PALADINS AADILNPS PALADIN, knightly champion [n] 

PAMPEANS AAEMNPPS PAMPEAN, native of pampas [n] 

PAPASANS AAANPPSS PAPASAN, bowllike chair [n]  

PAPHIANS AAHINPPS PAPHIAN, prostitute [n] 

PARAGONS AAGNOPRS PARAGON, to compare with [v] 

PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n] 

PASTERNS AENPRSST PASTERN, part of horse's foot [n] 

PATROONS ANOOPRST PATROON, landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n] 

PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design [v] 

PAYDOWNS ADNOPSWY PAYDOWN, reduction of debt through repayment [n] 

PEEBEENS BEEEENPS PEEBEEN, large hardwood evergreen tree [n] 

PELICANS ACEILNPS PELICAN, large, web-footed bird [n] 

PELOTONS ELNOOPST PELOTON, main body of riders in bicycle race [n] 

PEMICANS ACEIMNPS PEMICAN, pemmican (food prepared by Native Americans) [n] 

PENGUINS EGINNPSU PENGUIN, flightless, aquatic bird [n] 

PEREIONS EEINOPRS PEREION, thorax of some crustaceans [n] 

PERIGONS EGINOPRS PERIGON, angle equal to 360 degrees [n] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PHAETONS AEHNOPST PHAETON, light carriage [n] 

PICOLINS CIILNOPS PICOLIN, picoline (chemical compound) [n] 

PIGSKINS GIIKNPSS PIGSKIN, skin of pig [n] 

PILLIONS IILLNOPS PILLION, pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n] 

PLASMINS AILMNPSS PLASMIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 
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PLASMONS ALMNOPSS PLASMON, determinant of inheritance believed to exist in cells [n] 

PLATOONS ALNOOPST PLATOON, to alternate with another player at same position [v] 

PLAYPENS AELNPPSY PLAYPEN, enclosure in which young child may play [n] 

PLOSIONS ILNOOPSS PLOSION, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

PLUMPENS ELMNPPSU PLUMPEN, to plump (to make plump) [v] 

POCOSENS CENOOPSS POCOSEN, pocosin (upland swamp) [n] 

POCOSINS CINOOPSS POCOSIN, upland swamp [n] 

POCOSONS CNOOOPSS POCOSON, pocosin (upland swamp) [n] 

POLARONS ALNOOPRS POLARON, type of electron (elementary particle) [n] 

POLYGONS GLNOOPSY POLYGON, closed plane figure bounded by straight lines [n] 

PONTOONS NNOOOPST PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

POPCORNS CNOOPPRS POPCORN, variety of corn [n] 

PORTIONS INOOPRST PORTION, to divide into shares for distribution [v] 

POSTEENS EENOPSST POSTEEN, Afghan outer garment [n] 

POSTERNS ENOPRSST POSTERN, rear door or gate [n] 

POTHEENS EEHNOPST POTHEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

POTTEENS EENOPSTT POTTEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

PREDAWNS ADENPRSW PREDAWN, time just before dawn [n] 

PREPLANS AELNPPRS PREPLAN, to plan in advance [v] 

PREWARNS AENPRRSW PREWARN, to warn in advance [v] 

PRONOUNS NNOOPRSU PRONOUN, word that may be used in place of noun [n] 

PRETEENS EEENPRST PRETEEN, child under age of thirteen [n] 

PROTEANS AENOPRST PROTEAN, type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

PROTEINS EINOPRST PROTEIN, nitrogenous organic compound [n] 

PSAMMONS AMMNOPSS PSAMMON, group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n] 

PTOMAINS AIMNOPST PTOMAIN, ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n] 

PTYALINS AILNPSTY PTYALIN, salivary enzyme [n] 

PUCCOONS CCNOOPSU PUCCOON, herb that yields red dye [n] 

PULLMANS ALLMNPSU PULLMAN, railroad sleeping car [n] 

PULSIONS ILNOPSSU PULSION, propulsion [n] 

PUMPKINS IKMNPPSU PUMPKIN, large, edible fruit [n] 

PURITANS AINPRSTU PURITAN, rigorously moral or religious person [n] 

PURLOINS ILNOPRSU PURLOIN, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PUSHPINS HINPPSSU PUSHPIN, large-headed pin [n] 

PUTAMENS AEMNPSTU PUTAMEN, hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n] 

PUTDOWNS DNOPSTUW PUTDOWN, disparaging or snubbing remark [n] 

PYROGENS EGNOPRSY PYROGEN, substance that produces fever [n] 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES] 

QUARTANS AANQRSTU QUARTAN, recurrent malarial fever [n] 

QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n] 

QUICKENS CEIKNQSU QUICKEN, to speed up [v] 

QUIETENS EEINQSTU QUIETEN, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v] 

QUINTANS AINNQSTU QUINTAN, recurrent fever [n] 

QUINTINS IINNQSTU QUINTIN, fine linen [n] 

RACCOONS ACCNOORS RACCOON, carnivorous mammal [n] 

RAMEKINS AEIKMNRS RAMEKIN, cheese dish [n] 

RAMPIONS AIMNOPRS RAMPION, European plant [n] 
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RATTEENS AEENRSTT RATTEEN, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

RATTOONS ANOORSTT RATTOON, to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v] 

RAVELINS AEILNRSV RAVELIN, type of fortification (act of fortifying (to strengthen against attack)) [n] 

READORNS ADENORRS READORN, to adorn again [v] 

REALIGNS AEGILNRS REALIGN, to align again [v] 

REBEGINS BEEGINRS REBEGIN, to begin again [v] 

RECLEANS ACEELNRS RECLEAN, to clean again [v] 

RECROWNS CENORRSW RECROWN, to crown again [v] 

REDSKINS DEIKNRSS REDSKIN, variety of peanut [n] 

REFRAINS AEFINRRS REFRAIN, to keep oneself back [v] 

REGIMENS EEGIMNRS REGIMEN, systematic plan [n] 

REGREENS EEEGNRRS REGREEN, to green again [v] 

RELAXINS AEILNRSX RELAXIN, female hormone [n] 

RELEARNS AEELNRRS RELEARN, to learn again [v] 

RESILINS EIILNRSS RESILIN, elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n] 

RETRAINS AEINRRST RETRAIN, to train again [v] 

REUNIONS EINNORSU REUNION, reuniting of persons after separation [n] 

REWAKENS AEEKNRSW REWAKEN, to waken again [v] 

REWIDENS DEEINRSW REWIDEN, to widen again [v] 

ROCKOONS CKNOOORS ROCKOON, small rocket [n] 

RONTGENS EGNNORST RONTGEN, roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n] 

ROUGHENS EGHNORSU ROUGHEN, to make rough [v] 

RUBDOWNS BDNORSUW RUBDOWN, brisk rubbing of body [n] 

RUCTIONS CINORSTU RUCTION, ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n] 

RUFFIANS AFFINRSU RUFFIAN, tough, lawless person [n] 

RUNDOWNS DNNORSUW RUNDOWN, summary (short restatement) [n] 

SABATONS AABNOSST SABATON, piece of armor for foot [n] 

SABAYONS AABNOSSY SABAYON, sauce of whipped egg yolks, sugar, and wine [n] 

SACATONS AACNOSST SACATON, perennial grass [n] 

SADIRONS ADINORSS SADIRON, heavy flatiron [n] 

SAFFRONS AFFNORSS SAFFRON, flowering plant [n] 

SALICINS ACIILNSS SALICIN, chemical compound [n] 

SALPIANS AAILNPSS SALPIAN, salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n] 

SALTERNS AELNRSST SALTERN, place where salt is produced [n] 

SALTPANS AALNPSST SALTPAN, large pan for making salt by evaporation [n] 

SAMISENS AEIMNSSS SAMISEN, Japanese stringed instrument [n] 

SAPONINS AINNOPSS SAPONIN, soapy substance obtained from plants [n] 

SAURIANS AAINRSSU SAURIAN, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

SAVARINS AAINRSSV SAVARIN, yeast cake baked in ring mold [n] 

SAXHORNS AHNORSSX SAXHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

SCULPINS CILNPSSU SCULPIN, freshwater fish [n] 

SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v] 

SERICINS CEIINRSS SERICIN, kind of protein [n] 

SESSIONS EINOSSSS SESSION, meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n] 

SEXTAINS AEINSSTX SEXTAIN, stanza of six lines [n] 

SHAITANS AAHINSST SHAITAN, evil spirit [n] 

SHARPENS AEHNPRSS SHARPEN, to make sharp [v] 
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SHEBEANS ABEEHNSS SHEBEAN, shebeen (place where liquor is sold illegally) [n] 

SHEBEENS BEEEHNSS SHEBEEN, place where liquor is sold illegally [n] 

SHEITANS AEHINSST SHEITAN, shaitan (evil spirit) [n] 

SHIPPENS EHINPPSS SHIPPEN, cowshed (shelter for cows) [n] 

SHIPPONS HINOPPSS SHIPPON, shippen (cowshed (shelter for cows)) [n] 

SHITCANS ACHINSST SHITCAN, offensive word [v] 

SHORTENS EHNORSST SHORTEN, to make or become shorter [v] 

SHOTGUNS GHNOSSTU SHOTGUN, to shoot with type of gun [v] 

SILICONS CIILNOSS SILICON, nonmetallic element [n] 

SIRLOINS IILNORSS SIRLOIN, cut of beef [n] 

SIXTEENS EEINSSTX SIXTEEN, number [n] 

SLACKENS ACEKLNSS SLACKEN, to make less tight or taut [v] 

SLEEKENS EEEKLNSS SLEEKEN, to sleek (to make sleek) [v] 

SLICKENS CEIKLNSS SLICKEN, to make slick [v] 

SMARTENS AEMNRSST SMARTEN, to improve in appearance [v] 

SMIDGENS DEGIMNSS SMIDGEN, very small amount [n] 

SMIDGINS DGIIMNSS SMIDGIN, smidgen (very small amount) [n] 

SOJOURNS JNOORSSU SOJOURN, to stay temporarily [v] 

SOLANINS AILNNOSS SOLANIN, solanine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

SOLITONS ILNOOSST SOLITON, solitary wave in physics [n] 

SOUPCONS CNOOPSSU SOUPCON, minute amount [n] 

SOYBEANS ABENOSSY SOYBEAN, seed of cultivated Asian herb [n] 

SPONGINS GINNOPSS SPONGIN, fibrous material [n] 

SPORRANS ANOPRRSS SPORRAN, large purse worn by Scottish Highlanders [n] 

STATIONS AINOSSTT STATION, to assign to position [v] 

STEARINS AEINRSST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [n] 

STEEPENS EEENPSST STEEPEN, to make steep [v] 

STEMSONS EMNOSSST STEMSON, supporting timber of ship [n] 

STEPSONS ENOPSSST STEPSON, son of one's spouse by former marriage [n] 

STETSONS ENOSSSTT STETSON, trademark [n] 

STEWPANS AENPSSTW STEWPAN, pan used for stewing [n] 

STIFFENS EFFINSST STIFFEN, to make stiff [v] 

STOLLENS ELLNOSST STOLLEN, sweet bread [n] 

STOUTENS ENOSSTTU STOUTEN, to make stout [v] 

SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n] 

SUBCLANS ABCLNSSU SUBCLAN, subdivision of clan [n] 

SUBDEANS ABDENSSU SUBDEAN, subordinate dean [n] 

SUBERINS BEINRSSU SUBERIN, substance found in cork cells [n] 

SUBJOINS BIJNOSSU SUBJOIN, to add at end [v] 

SUBTEENS BEENSSTU SUBTEEN, person approaching teenage years [n] 

SUCTIONS CINOSSTU SUCTION, to remove by process of sucking [v] 

SUNBURNS BNNRSSUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUNDOWNS DNNOSSUW SUNDOWN, to experience nighttime confusion [v] 

SURGEONS EGNORSSU SURGEON, one who practices surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [n] 

SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v] 

SWANPANS AANNPSSW SWANPAN, Chinese abacus [n] 

SWEETENS EEENSSTW SWEETEN, to make sweet [v] 
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SWIDDENS DDEINSSW SWIDDEN, agricultural plot produced by burning off vegetative cover [n] 

SYMBIONS BIMNOSSY SYMBION, symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n] 

SYNANONS ANNNOSSY SYNANON, method of group therapy for drug addicts [n] 

TABORINS ABINORST TABORIN, taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n] 

TACHYONS ACHNOSTY TACHYON, theoretical subatomic particle [n] 

TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TAILFANS AAFILNST TAILFAN, fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 

TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

TAMARINS AAIMNRST TAMARIN, South American monkey [n] 

TAMPIONS AIMNOPST TAMPION, plug for muzzle of cannon [n] 

TARDYONS ADNORSTY TARDYON, subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n] 

TELERANS AEELNRST TELERAN, system of air navigation [n] 

TELOGENS EEGLNOST TELOGEN, hair growth period [n]  

TERNIONS EINNORST TERNION, group of three [n] 

TERRAINS AEINRRST TERRAIN, tract of land [n] 

TERREENS EEENRRST TERREEN, terrine (earthenware jar) [n] 

TERTIANS AEINRSTT TERTIAN, recurrent fever [n] 

TESTOONS ENOOSSTT TESTOON, teston (former French coin) [n] 

THEELINS EEHILNST THEELIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

THERIANS AEHINRST THERIAN, any of subclass of mammals [n] 

THIAMINS AHIIMNST THIAMIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

THIAZINS AHIINSTZ THIAZIN, thiazine (chemical compound) [n] 

THICKENS CEHIKNST THICKEN, to make thick [v] 

THIONINS HIINNOST THIONIN, violet dye [n] 

TIGHTENS EGHINSTT TIGHTEN, to make tight [v] 

TINHORNS HINNORST TINHORN, showily pretentious person [n] 

TOLIDINS DIILNOST TOLIDIN, tolidine (chemical compound) [n] 

TOMPIONS IMNOOPST TOMPION, tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n] 

TOPSPINS INOPPSST TOPSPIN, forward spin imparted to ball [n] 

TORCHONS CHNOORST TORCHON, coarse lace [n] 

TORSIONS INOORSST TORSION, act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n] 

TOUGHENS EGHNOSTU TOUGHEN, to make tough [v] 

TOYTOWNS NOOSTTWY TOYTOWN, small model of town [n] 

TREASONS AENORSST TREASON, violation of allegiance toward one's country [n] 

TRIAZINS AIINRSTZ TRIAZIN, triazine (chemical compound) [n] 

TRICORNS CINORRST TRICORN, hat with brim turned up on three sides [n] 

TRIPTANS AINPRSTT TRIPTAN, drug for treating migraine attacks [n] 

TRUDGENS DEGNRSTU TRUDGEN, swimming stroke [n] 

TRYPSINS INPRSSTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

TUBULINS BILNSTUU TUBULIN, protein that polymerizes to form tiny tubules [n] 

TUITIONS IINOSTTU TUITION, fee for instruction [n] 

TYLOSINS ILNOSSTY TYLOSIN, antibiotic [n] 

TYPHOONS HNOOPSTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [n] 

UNCHAINS ACHINNSU UNCHAIN, to free by removing chain [v] 

UNCROWNS CNNORSUW UNCROWN, to deprive of crown [v] 

UNCTIONS CINNOSTU UNCTION, act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n] 

UNICORNS CINNORSU UNICORN, mythical horselike creature [n] 
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UNKNOWNS KNNNOSUW UNKNOWN, one that is not known [n] 

UNLEARNS AELNNRSU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UPSILONS ILNOPSSU UPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

URETHANS AEHNRSTU URETHAN, urethane [n] 

UTOPIANS AINOPSTU UTOPIAN, one who believes in perfectibility of human society [n] 

VENISONS EINNOSSV VENISON, edible flesh of deer [n] 

VERSIONS EINORSSV VERSION, to create new account or description from particular point of view [v] 

VERVAINS AEINRSVV VERVAIN, flowering plant [n] 

VETERANS AEENRSTV VETERAN, former member of armed forces [n] 

VIBRIONS BIINORSV VIBRION, vibrio (any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma) [n] 

VIDICONS CDIINOSV VIDICON, type of television camera tube [n] 

VILLAINS AIILLNSV VILLAIN, cruelly malicious person [n] 

VILLEINS EIILLNSV VILLEIN, type of serf (feudal slave) [n] 

VITAMINS AIIMNSTV VITAMIN, any of various organic substances essential to proper nutrition [n] 

VITRAINS AIINRSTV VITRAIN, material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n] 

VOLUTINS ILNOSTUV VOLUTIN, granular substance that is common in microorganisms [n] 

VOUDOUNS DNOOSUUV VOUDOUN, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

WAITRONS AINORSTW WAITRON, server in restaurant [n] 

WANIGANS AAGINNSW WANIGAN, supply chest used in logging camp [n] 

WARISONS AINORSSW WARISON, call to attack [n] 

WESTERNS EENRSSTW WESTERN, one who lives in west [n] 

WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

WIDGEONS DEGINOSW WIDGEON, river duck [n] 

WOODBINS BDINOOSW WOODBIN, bin for holding firewood [n] 

WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n] 

WOOLLENS ELLNOOSW WOOLLEN, woolen (fabric made of wool) [n] 

XANTHANS AAHNNSTX XANTHAN, gum produced by bacterial fermentation [n] 

XANTHINS AHINNSTX XANTHIN, yellow pigment [n] 

XYLIDINS DIILNSXY XYLIDIN, xylidine (chemical compound) [n] 

YATAGANS AAAGNSTY YATAGAN, yataghan (Turkish sword) [n] 

YOUTHENS EHNOSTUY YOUTHEN, to make youthful [v] 

ZACATONS AACNOSTZ ZACATON, Mexican grass [n] 

ZECCHINS CCEHINSZ ZECCHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZILLIONS IILLNOSZ ZILLION, indeterminately large number [n] 

ZITHERNS EHINRSTZ ZITHERN, zither (stringed instrument) [n] 

ZYMOGENS EGMNOSYZ ZYMOGEN, substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated [n] 

ZYMOSANS AMNOSSYZ ZYMOSAN, insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n] 


